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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Survival analysis is the analysis of data that correspond to the time from a well-

defined time origin to the occurrence of some particular (>v(uit or end-point. The time 

origin often corresponds to the recruitment of an individual into an experimental 

study, or the diagnosis of a given condition in medical research. The end-point can 

be the development of a disease, response to a treatment, relapse, or death. If the 

end-point is the death of a patient, the resulting data are literally survival times. 

However, survival time can be broadly used in not only medical sciences, but also 

other fields, such as industrial reliability, social sciences, and business. Examples of 

survival data in these areas are lifetime of electronic device, felons" time to parole and 

length of newspaper or magazine subscription, etc. 

In general, survival data have some special featurc^s. TIK* first is that the survival 

distribution is often skewed or far from being normal. Tvpically. a histogram con

structed from the survival time has a longer tail to the right of tli(> interval containing 

the largest number of observations. The second and more important feature is that 

survival times are frequently censored. It occurs when soiiu* subjects in the sindx-

liav(* not experienced the event of interest at the end of tli(> study or time of analysis. 

For (^xaiiiple, some patients may still be alive or in remission at the end of \\\c study 

period. The exact survival times of these subjects are unknown. These* are calkMl 

censored observations. It can also occur when individuals are lost to follow-u]) after a 



period of study or death due to causes other than the one under studv. In this case. 

it is known that the patient is alive at the last contact, but his or her subsequent 

survival status is not known. 

Censoring arises in various ways. The most common is right ce^nsoring. \A''hen 

follow-up study terminates before the event is observed, then right censoring has 

occurred. The unobserved survival time is known to be more than the time up to the 

termination point. If the survival time is never observed, but only known to be either 

greater than or less than the inspection time, the situation is referred to as interval 

censoring, case 1 or current status data. 

An important part of survival analysis is to estimate the fimctioiials of the* dis

tribution of survival time. In right censoring ease, the produe't-limit e>stiinator bv' 

Kaplan and Meier (1958) is the standard method. The product-limit e\stiinator of 

the cumulative distribution function F is a nonparametric maximum likelihood esti

mate (NPMLE) and is asymptotically normal at the rate /i^/^. Wheni estimating a 

smooth functional, one can simply plug in the product-limit estimator and automat

ically achieve a functional estimator that is asymptotically normal at the rate //^/^; 

of course, one needs to be careful at the upper end of the support of the survival 

function. For details see Yang (1994). 

In interval censoring, the NPMLE by Groeneboom and WVllneT (1992) is ofte'ii 

used to estimate F . It is a solution of the self-consisteMicy equation anel has a ne)n-

iiorinal limiting distribution at the rate of ii^^^. Howe*ve*r, the* XPMLE of line*ar fiiuc-

tionals has an asymptotically normal distributie)ii at the rate* ;?V'-. Ihe'se* fe*ature*s of 
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the NPMLE show that the analysis for the plug-in method in functional estimation 

is not automatic. 

Yang (2000) suggests an alternative to the NPMLE which uses se)me local linear 

smoothers to estimate F . It is easy to analyze, while the resulting functional plug-in 

estimator is asymptotically normal and has the same asymptotic distribution as the* 

functional estimator based on NPMLE. 

The performance of the local linear smoother depends on the clie)ie-e of bandwidth. 

A too large bandwidth can cause a large modelling bias, while a too small bandwidth 

can produce estimates with a large variance. In this thesis, our goal is to inv(*stigate 

the selection of an appropriate bandwidth that results in a good performance of 

the local linear smoother. Through extensive numerical studies, it is found that, 

using the estimated mean square error criterion, the Jackknife resampling method 

results in a good choice of the bandwidth under all te*sted survival distributions anel 

eensoring proportions. The NPMLE by Groeneboom and Welliu'r (1992) and a kerne'l 

estimator by Yang (1999) are included in this thesis for comparative* i)urpe)se>s. The 

results show that the local linear smoother method behave*s c|uite* we*ll unele'r the* give*ii 

testing conditions. Also, it is found that it has a better performance* than the kernel 

e*stimator under most cases. 

The organization of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter II, the noiiparanietrie' 

maximum likelihood estimator (NPMLE), local linear smoother e*stiiiiate)r and a ke*r-

nel estimate)r with interval censoring, case 1 are discussed. Chaj)te'r 111 illustrate*s 

the proee*elures for searching the most appropriate* choice e)f bandwidth. Cliapte*r W 



is devoted to the results from the computer simulations. Finally, conclusions are 

summarized in Chapter Y. 
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CHAPTER II 

NONPARAMETRIC MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR. LOCAL 

LINEAR SMOOTHER .\ND KERNEL ESTIMATORS 

In this thesis, we are interested in the estimation of linear functional V^F) = 

/ ^ ( l - F{t))dt in interval censoring, case 1. Suppose that A' is a survival time* that 

e'an not be observed, but can only be determined to oce-nr he'fore T or not. where T 

is an inspection time. In other words, an observation consists of the random veetor 

{S,T) where 6 = 1[X<T]- Such data is different from right censoring data. In a right 

censoring case, the observed data is (min(A, T), 1[X<Y]) where Y is a censoring time. 

But with interval censoring data, we are not able to observe the exaet value of the 

survival time at all, just l[x<r]-

We assume that the inspection time Ti is independent of the survival time A'j and 

that the distribution function G oi Ti is indepenele*nt of the distributie)n function F 

of A'j. With these conditions, under interval censoring, ease* 1. the joint densitv e)f a 

single observation {S, T) is 

p = F{tY(l-F{t)Y-''g(t) (2.1) 

where g{t) is the density of T. The log-likelihood function of a random sample* of size* 

II is 

k{F) = Y,^dogF{t,) + (1 - 5;)log{l - F{ti)). (2.2) 
1=1 

The NPAILE F^ of F by Groeneboom and Wellner (1992) maxiniize*s /„(F) of equa

tion 2.2. It can be obtained as follows. First, order the inspe*etion time*s l\i) < I\2) < 

0 



... < T(^) and relabel Si accordingly to obtain (̂ (i). ...,(5(^). Second. ple)t (/. V]'^^ S,,)) 

where i = l , . . . ,n. Third, form the Greatest Convex Minorant G" of the* points in 

the previous step. Finally, Fr,{T(^i)) is the left-derivative of G' at / = 1 n. Or. 

e*ciuivalently, F„ can be expressed by the max-min formula 

Ln[I{i)) =maxj<imink>t- — - . (2.3) 
~ k — J -\-1 

Groeneboom and Wellner (1992) established the asymptotic distribution of the 

NPMLE Fn and showed that it does not satisfy the central limit theorem with the 

usual n^/^ rate of convergence, but has a nonnormal limiting distribution at the 

rate of n^/^. However, the NPMLE of linear functionals of the* survival function is 

asymptotically normal with the rate of n^/^. Therefore, the analvsis for the pln^^-in 

method in functional estimation is not automatic. 

Linear regression is perhaps one of the most classical and eommonly useel te'ch-

niques. Consider the bivariate data (A"i, Yi),..., (A',i, r,j), which form an independent 

and identically distributed sample from a population (A', Y). Of inte*re*st is te) explore* 

the relation between the covariate A' and the response Y, and te) quantify the* ee)ii-

tribution of A" to Y per unit value of A'. If we apply the simplest liiie*ar re* r̂e.ssioii 

model Y = o^-f/^A' -fe, where e is the error wdiich ean not be explained by the model 

and is often assumed as random variable with mean zero and ee)iistant variaiiee a'^. 

as we*ll as independent with A'. The conditional expe*e'tatioii of Y is 

F(Y|A' = :r) = rv + /ir. (2.4) 

He)\ve*ve*r, such a simple line*ar model is not alwavs appre)priate* W'he'ii this is the* 

e-ase, one of the solutions summarized by Fan and Gilbels (1994) is to apply the* line-ar 
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regression model locally. That is, for any given point x, model a fraction of the data 

around x linearly. This approach is named as the local linear modelling approach. 

The size of the local neighborhood is called the bandwidth. 

Yang (2000) noticed that the distribution function F can be expressed as a ce)n-

ditional expectation 

F{T) = P{X < T\T) = P{6 = 1\T) = E{6\T). (2.5) 

So the local linear method can be applied to the analvsis of current status data. 

However, since Fan and Gilbels (1994) discussed the situation of continuous variable's. 

while here 6 is discrete, the previous results in the literature on local linear siiie)e)thing 

do not apply immediately. Yang (2000) showed rigorously that the functional plug-in 

estimator based on using the local linear smoother method has the same asymptotie' 

distribution as that using the NPMLE. He also obtained the locally linear smoother 

estimator as follows. 

Using the notation introduced in the beginning of this chai)te*r. for ij near /. one 

e:an regard F{y) = F(^ |T = y) as approximately linear, that is. 

F{y)^a{t)+m{!J~f). (2-6) 

by applying the idea of the local linear modelling approach. In e*eiuation 2.(). the* 

intercept n is the conditional mean and the slope /? is the derivative* f{t) of F{t). 

They can be estimated by minimizing the weighted sum of square*s. 

n f~T, 
^{6, - a{t) - m m - t)rK(-r^). (2.7) 
z = l "'' 



Solving this problem leads to the estimator of F{t) 

'''^'^- B,{t)B2{t) - Bl(t) ' ' - ' ^ 

where A^(t) = ^ ^ ^^=1 ^ ^ ^ m ( ^ ) , and 5^( t ) = ^ E"=i A m ( ^ ) with A'^(.L-) = 

x'^K{x), K{x) = 1(1 - ^2) for m = 0,1, 2. 

This local linear smoother estimator is easy to use and it has a better convergence 

rate than the NPMLE under some additional smoothness assumptions (se*e* \'ang 

2000). However, unlike the NPMLE, it is not always monotone. The plug-in estimator 

o f ^ ( F ) is 

^(F0= f {l-FM)dt (2.9) 
J a 

where ip{Fn) has a limiting normal distribution at the rate* of n^^'^ and has the* same* 

asymptotic distribution as the functional estimator based on the NPMLE. 

The local linear method is the special case of the local polynomial method with 

degree 1. The Kernel method treated in Yang (1999) can be also regarded as ane)ther 

special case of local polynomial method, with degree 0. The Kernel estimator becomes 

Fn{t) = T : ; ^ZT.. (2-10) 

and the estimate of corresponding linear functional V^(F) is given by 

^{Fn)= I {I - Fr,{t))dt. (2.11) 
J a 

Yciug (1999) showed that this estimator has the same asviiipte)tie' distributie)n as the 

NPMLE based estimator. For comparison, we* includeel this uiethoel in the* the-sis. 
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CHAPTER III 

APPROPRIATE CHOICE OF BANDWIDTH 

In either the local linear smoother method or the kernel method, an e*sseiitial 

question is how to select the bandwidth in equation 2.8 or 2.10 since the* performance 

of these methods is sensitive to the choice of bandwidth. Here a simple luetliod that 

is called nearest neighbor bandwidth is used for bandwidth selection. 

Suppose that we have inspection times Ti,T2,.... T,̂ . The ordered observations are 

denoted by T(i),T(2), ...,T(n). Consider the following variable bandwidth 

b^^t) = ^(<+^) - ^(^-^) (3.1) 

where T(/) is the design point which is closest to the point t, and m is a positive* 

integer indicating the number of local data points. This selector ends up with a large 

bandwidth in a sparse data region, whereas a small bandwidth is used in a dense data 

region. For the related justification, see Fan and Gilbels (1994). 

As indicated in equation 3.1, the bandwidth selector is a variable e)f point /. .Vs 

the point changes, the bandwidth carries a different value due to the differe'ut i)ositioii 

of T(;). .-Vlso, it depends on the value of m. If in is small, then a small bandwielth is 

taken, and the modelling bias or approximation error is small. wlie*re*as the variance* of 

the estimated parameter is large since few data points fall in this small local strip. On 

the other hand, if m is large, meaning a large bandwidth is take*ii, it ean cre*ate* a large* 

bias, although the variance is decreased compared with the* case* of small banelwidth. 

Thus, there is a bias and variance trade-off in choosing the* size of the) bandwidth. 
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The estimates of bias and variance are involved in the* performance of bandwidth. 

The measure used here to find the appropriate bandwidth is the mean square error. 

which is the sum of variance and square of bias. 

The nonparametric estimates of both variance and bias are obtained by the .Jack-

knife resampling method. The Jackknife method is also called tlie* leave-one-out 

method and is based on sequentially deleting one observation each time and recom

puting the statistics of interest. Now we have the inspection times Ti. Fj T^ and 

observed values Ti = ii,T2 = ^2, •••iF^ = n̂- Denote the statistic of inte-rest by 

0 = 6{ti,t2, ...Jn) 

where 9 is the estimate of the true quantity of interest. 9. If we* define 

9{i) = 9{ti, t2,..., ti-i, ti_|_i,..., fji) 

and 

»(.) = 
n 

then the estimates of variance and bias of 9 are 

"«'• = hr E(^w - (̂ ))•"' (3-2) 
n 

anel 

bias = {n- 1)(^(.) -9). (3.3) 

re'spe*e'tively. From tlie*se*, we have 

MSE = bias'^ + car. {:>>.{) 

1 0 



where MSE denotes the mean square error. 

For each t in equation 3.1, a series of MSE estimations are found by equation 3.4. 

We then choose the bandwidth with the smallest estimate of mean square error as 

the most appropriate one at point t. 

In our simulation, there were 50 inspection times in each sample, the value m 

was searched on the interval [9,15], rather than the complete range [1.25] due te) the 

e*xtreiiiely time-consuming process using the second range. Three cases were te-sted on 

both intervals and the outcomes listed in Table 3.1 indicate* that such a simplifieation 

is reasonable. If we plot the inspection times versus the* mean of 500 F„'s. it also ean 

be found that F„ obtained from the two intervals are almost the same. Figure 3.1 is 

the plot of case 6 in Table 3.1. The other two plots of case a and case* c are similar. 
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Table 3.1: Comparison of simulation results between two bandwidth searching ranges 

a: exponential distribution with 80% censoring 

method 

range 

i^{Fn) 

MSE 

local linear smoother 

[1:25] [9:15] 

0.3532 0.3518 

0.000809 0.000799 

kernel 

[1:25] [9:15] 

0.3529 0.3519 

0.000751 0.000758 

b: log-logistic distribution with 5()'X censoring 

method 

range 

^{Fn) 

MSE 

local linear smoother 

[1:25] [9:15] 

2.1590 2.1476 

0.0583 0.0603 

ke*rnel 

[1:25] [9:15] 

2.1482 2.1473 

0.0658 0.0028 

c: log-normal distribution with 20% censoring 

method 

range 

i^{Fn) 

MSE 

local linear smoother 

[1:25] [9:15] 

1.5452 1.5492 

0.1539 0.1196 

kernel 

[1:25] [9:15] 

1.4058 1.4942 

0.1373 0.1256 
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CHAPTER I\ ' 

RESULT OF SIMULATIONS UPON THE LOCAL LINEAR SMOOTHER, 

KERNEL AND NPMLE METHODS 

As mentioned in the introduction, the focus of this thesis is to e*stimate> the* func

tional 

IIJ{F) = / (1 - F{x))dx 
J a 

in interval censoring, case 1 through the local linear smoother method and compare its 

performance with the kernel method and also the NPMLE method. In order te) achie*ve* 

this goal, we tested these three methods for some common survival distributions under 

various levels of censoring using computer simulation. For eaeh ine*thod, we hael the 

following three cases: (a) the survival times were exponentially distributed with c.d.f 

F{x) = 1 — e~^^ where A = 1; (b) the survival time's were taken from le),i;-lo;-!,istie' 

distribution having c.d.f F{x) = iV^/^/^)i/0 vvliere n = 2, 3 = 1/3: anel (c) the survival 
_ ( / n f - / / ) 2 

times belonged to log-normal distribution with c.d.f F(,/) = —Y= J '̂ ^ -^—dt 

where /i = 0, <7 = 1. In each case, the inspection times followed a uniform distribution 

on (0,c), where c was chosen for the censoring percent of the sample. We use*el seven 

censoring proportions 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 00%. 70*/. and 80%. 

In the simulation, we were able to estimate the appropriate banelwidths with 

the mean square error criterion by the Jackknife resampling method. Tlie*ii. base'el e)n 

these bandwidths, the cumulative density function e*stimate)r eoiild be* ealculate*(l from 

equation 2.8 and equation 2.10 for the local line*ar siuoe)ther and the* ke*riH*l ine'tlie)el 
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respectively. As for the NPMLE, the procedure to obtain the estimator F„ didn't 

involve a bandwidth search; it was computed from equation 2.3 directlv. Finallv. 

the plug-in functional estimator ip{Fn) could be obtained from JQ{1 - Fn{x))(l.r. By 

calculating the bias and variance among the 'v^(F„)'s, we could make a comparison 

among the three methods by evaluating their mean square errors. 

In all numerical simulations, the sample size was 50, and the simulation results 

were based on 500 repetitions. In the table of results, 9 was deiie)te*d as the true value 

ip{F) and 9 was the estimated value ^^{Fn). 

The simulation results from an exponential distribution for eensoring proportions 

20% through 80% are listed in Table 4.1. Similarly, the results from a log-lo;j,istie-

distribution are listed in Table 4.2. Anel the results from a log-normal distribution 

are listed in Table 4.3. In each case, inspection times were generated following uniform 

distribution. The main concern is how close the mean square errors of local linear 

smoother and kernel estimators are to the NPMLE. 

For the exponential distribution, both local linear and kernel methods outper

form the NPMLE under each censoring level. The NPMLE estimators underestimate* 

severely the true value under each censoring proportion excei)t 60%. .Although loeal 

linear smoother and kernel methods have a slight downward e*stiniatie)ns. thev have* 

much better performance. Their mean square ratios have*, a ee)nsistent te*nele'iiev. whieli 

is inere*asing under low and middle censoring proportions and ele'ere*asing a little* bit 

under heavy censoring. As for the comparison be*t\ve*e*n local linear smoothe*r and 

kernel methods, the former is better than the latter under 20%, 30%. 40% and 5()̂ X 
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censoring, while the situation is opposite under 60%, 70% and 80% censoring. But 

on the whole, no large difference is shown between these two methods. 

Under the log-logistic distribution, the NPMLE again uiiderestimate*d the true 

functional value. The local linear smoother estimator and the kernel e*stimator pro

duced a smaller mean square error than NPAILE under all ceiise)ring propejrtions. The* 

mean square error by the local linear smoother is only 46.2% of that by the XPAILE 

under 20% censoring. As the censoring proportion increases from 20% te) SO'X. this 

ratio increases to 83.8%. When we look at the performance of the kernel method, 

it increases under 20% through 60% censoring, while it decreases a little under 7()'/( 

and 80%. At 70% and 80% censoring, the kernel method shows a better performance 

than the local linear smoother. 

Similarly, for the log-normal distribution, both local line*ar smoother and kerne*l 

estimators have a lower mean square error than NPAILE uiiele*r e*aeli ee*nsoring leve*l 

tested. Both of them have the best performance under the lejwe'st ee*iisoriiig le*ve'l. Anel 

these two estimators give a close but slightly downward biase*el fuiictie)nal e\stiinatie)n. 

while NPAILE estimator has a larger downward bias. .\s the* cense)ring becomes 

heavier, the mean square ratios get larger and larger, but no greate*r than 80.5% for 

the local linear smoother and 71.2% for the kernel. 
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Table 4.1: Simulation results under exponential distribution 

censoring level 

9 

9 

MSE 

MSE 

ratio 

local linear 

kernel 

NPMLE 

local linear 

kernel 

NPMLE 

local linear 
NPMLE 

kernel 
NPMLE 

20% 

0.9933 

0.9555 

0.9284 

0.8385 

0.0541 

0.0567 

0.0854 

63.3% 

66.4% 

30% 

0.9576 

0.9263 

0.9111 

0.8599 

0.0313 

0.0321 

0.0450 

69.6% 

71.3% 

40% 

0.8946 

0.8640 

0.8567 

0.8226 

0.0197 

0.0204 

0.0261 

75.4% 

78.2% 

50% 

0.7920 

0.7670 

0.7636 

0.7405 

0.0109 

0.0110 

0.0136 

80.1% 

80.9% 

60% 

0.6770 

0.6585 

0.6580 

0.6657 

0.00611 

0.00591 

0.00659 

84.1% 

81.3% 

70'X 

0.5333 

0.5176 

0.5179 

0.5050 

0.00281 

0.00267 

0.00335 

83.9'X 

79.7̂ X 

80% 

0.3624 

0.3518 

0.3519 

0.3433 

0.000799 

0.000758 

0.00105 

75.9 /̂( 

72.2̂ X 

Table 4.2: Simulation results under log-logistic distribution 

censoring level 

9 

9 

MSE 

MSE 

ratio 

local linear 

kernel 

NPMLE 

local linear 

kernel 

NPMLE 

local linear 
NPMLE 

kernel 
NPMLE 

20% 

2.3907 

2.3083 

2.2522 

2.0048 

0.2119 

0.2568 

0.4587 

46.2% 

56.0% 

30% 

2.3547 

2.2842 

2.2663 

2.0915 

0.1178 

0.1193 

0.2411 

48.8% 

49.5% 

40% 

2.2990 

2.2154 

2.2125 

2.1150 

0.0847 

0.0863 

0.1356 

62.5% 

63.6% 

50% 

2.2217 

2.1476 

2.1473 

2.0891 

0.0603 

0.0628 

0.0828 

72.8% 

75.8% 

60% 

2.1215 

2.0417 

2.0445 

2.0038 

0.0369 

0.0378 

0.0452 

81.0% 

83.6% 

70% 

1.9755 

1.9023 

1.9089 

1.8748 

0.0299 

0.0288 

0.0306 

81.7'/ 

78.7'X 

80% 

1.7641 

1.7027 

1.7102 

1.6787 

0.0181 

0.0103 

0.0216 

83.8% 

75.5'/ 
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Table 4.3: Simulation results under log-normal distribution 

censoring level 

9 

9 

MSE 

MSE 

ratio 

local linear 

kernel 

NPMLE 

local linear 

kernel 

NPMLE 

local linear 
NPMLE 

kernel 
NPMLE 

20% 

1.5679 

1.5492 

1.4942 

1.3468 

0.1196 

0.1256 

0.1928 

62.0% 

65.1% 

30% 

1.4649 

1.4285 

1.4048 

1.3202 

0.0652 

0.0667 

0.0967 

67.4% 

69.0% 

40% 

1.3461 

1.3083 

1.2940 

1.2427 

0.0407 

0.0400 

0.0556 

73.2% 

71.9% 

50% 

1.2002 

1.1587 

1.1538 

1.1188 

0.0240 

0.0231 

0.0304 

78.9% 

76.0% 

60% 

1.0475 

1.0079 

1.0062 

0.9828 

0.0133 

0.0130 

0.0173 

76.9%. 

75.1% 

70% 

0.8751 

0.8495 

0.8504 

0.8341 

0.0068 

0.0004 

0.00875 

77. ( '/: 

73.1% 

80% 

0.6819 

0.6649 

0.6666 

0.6547 

0.0026 

0.0023 

0.00323 

80.5% 

71.2% 
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Now we are interested in the reason for the better performance of the; kernel 

estimator than that of the local linear smoother estimator under high censoring pro

portions. If we take a closer look at the local linear smoother method, we find that it 

is not able to guarantee the estimator F„ locating between 0 and 1. It is possible to 

get the negative numbers and/or values greater than 1 which aren't acceptable for the 

estimators of c.d.f So within our simulation, we set any negative F„ to be 0 and any 

Fn greater than 1 to be 1. Under high censoring levels, especially when inspection 

times approach the right end of the integration limit c, it is much more likely for local 

linear estimator to get the values outside [0,1]. Therefore, many more zeros and ones 

than usual appeared, and led to a larger variance and larger mean sepiare erre)r. 

The better performances of local linear and kernel methods than the NPAlLf] 

can also be shown visually in the plot of inspection time versus c.d.f estimate's F^ 

and their 95% confidence intervals. The confidence intervals are* obtained from the 

variance of 500 estimators on each fixed point between limits of integration 0 and c. 

Although this variance is defined in a different way from that variance forming the 

mean square error in all tables, they should be close to each other if the bandwidth 

is selected properly. 

The cases of log-logistic 20%, 50% and 80% censoring are shown in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, respectively. The plots of the other ease*s under the* e)tlier 

twe) distributions are similar to these. When we* look at Figure 4.1. we* e'an se'e 

that the contribution to the large mean square error in the* NPAILE ee)ine*s mainly 

from variaiie-e part because the estimators F^ by the three eliff"e*re*iit me*the)els do ne)t 
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show much difference. The 95% confidence interval for the NPAILE, howevvr. is much 

wider when inspection times are relatively small. But if we move to the case of heavier 

censoring, the 95% confidence intervals have a quite different tendency. Instead of 

getting more and more narrow, the confidence intervals of NPAILE kee*p roughlv the 

same width at the right end of inspection times, while both the local line*ar nie*tliod 

and kernel method show wider and wider confidence iiite*rvals. The' reflection on 

numerical results is the mean square error ratio of local linear and kernel to XPAILE 

becoming larger and larger. The reason for this situation is as the censoring le*vel 

becomes larger, more and more observations are censored and the true* F value* can 

not attain 1 at the right end of interval (0,c). But all three methods can"t always 

provide a good estimation around e". Sometimes they still estimate F^ as 1 or as a 

value close to 1, which is away from the true F value. That is why the* confidence 

intervals do not get more narrow under high censoring. The larger mean sejuare* error 

at the right end of inspection times by the local line*ar smoe)ther (as eoni])areel to the* 

kernel or NPMLE) can also be seen in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.1: Empirical 95% CI of F under log-logistic 20% censoring 
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Figure 4.2: Empirical 95% CI of F under log-logistic 50% ee'nsoring 
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Figure 4.3: Empirical 95% CI of F under log-logistic 80% censoring 
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In order to make a more comprehensive comparison between the local linear 

smoother, the kernel estimator, the local linear estimator and the NPAILE as we*ll. we 

change the simulation setting by switching the uniform inspection times to log-logistie' 

and log-normal distributions. We test two cases that are log-logistie- unde*r 20'/ and 

80% censoring for each new distribution. 

If T folle)ws a log-logistic or log-normal distribution, it e'an be any value* be*twe'e*n 

zero and infinity. However, both local linear smoother and kernel e*stiiiiate)is are valiel 

on the interval [a,b]. Therefore the limits of integratie)ii a and b are* se't to exe luele* the* 

first and last 2.5% of the order statistics. Under 80% censoring, it is fe)und that mê st 

F^'s were ones or close to one. In other words, most survival functions are* zeros or 

close to zero on the whole integration interval. We are not interested in evaluating 

the functional estimator on such a large interval. So we reset the right limit b and let 

it be the smallest value with the true F equal to 0.95. 

The results of the simulation when inspection times T are log-le),i;istie' distril)ute*el 

are* listed in Table 4.4. And the results when T has log-normal elistribution are* liste*el 

in Table 4.5. 

It can be seen that the local linear estimator has a be'tte'r pe*rfe)nnanee* than 

NPAILE under all cases except log-logistie' 80% censoring. The* re'ase)n is the* same* 

as that in the previous discussion. Under heavy censoring, the* local liiie*ai sme)e)tlie'r 

method can't provide good estimation at the upper limit of integration. When we* 

ee)mpare* the local linear smoother and kernel, we found local linear e'stimators e)ut-

pe*rforined kernel estimators under all cases teste*el. 
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Table 4.4: Simulation results under log-logistic distribution (T: lo,'j,-logistie' dist.) 

censoring level 

9 

9 

MSE 

MSE 

ratio 

local linear 

kernel 

NPMLE 

local linear 

kernel 

NPMLE 

local linear 
NPMLE 

kernel 
NPMLE 

20% 

1.5352 

1.6726 

1.7163 

1.4130 

0.1554 

0.2013 

0.1736 

89.5% 

116.0% 

80% 

2.1790 

2.2911 

3.3124 

1.8935 

0.2778 

1.8139 

0.2439 

113.9% 

743.7% 

Table 4.5: Simulation results under log-logistie- distribution (T: log-normal elist.) 

censoring level 

9 

9 

MSE 

AISE 

ratio 

local linear 

kernel 

NPMLE 

local linear 

kernel 

NPAILE 

local linear 
NPMLE 

kernel 
NPMLE 

20% 

1.1951 

1.2388 

1.1920 

1.0699 

0.0856 

0.0879 

0.1147 

74.6% 

70.6% 

80% 

1.7949 

1.8504 

2.2779 

1.5721 

0.1021 

0.2557 

0.1194 

85.5% 

214.2'/ 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

In this thesis, we compare the performance of NPAILE, the local linear smoother 

estimator and another kernel estimator for current status data. Since the last twe) 

methods depend on the choice of bandwidth, we have to answer the question whether a 

bandwielth can be selected that results in a good performance of local linear smoother 

and kernel estimators. Through extensive numerical studies, we* find that such an 

appropriate bandwidth can be obtained by the Jackknife re*saiiipling iiu'thod with 

estimated mean square error criterion. Simulations have shown that the local linear 

smoother method performs better than the NPAILE when using a good choice of 

bandwidth under all the distribution and censoring proportions teste*d. .As for the 

comparison between local linear smoother and kernel estimators, the former is l)e*tter 

under low and middle censoring levels but worse under high censoring when we assume 

inspection times follow a uniform distribution. 
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